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Highlights

- Validated CFD models were presented for an office space.
- A CFD-ROM Method to automatically extract reduced order models from CFD
- The extracted ROMs present a total error lower than 5% with a solution time of 20s.
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Abstract

Accurate modelling of the internal climate of buildings is essential if Building Energy Management Systems (BEMS) are to efficiently maintain adequate thermal comfort. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models are usually utilised to predict internal climate. Nevertheless CFD models, although providing the necessary level of accuracy, are highly computationally expensive, and cannot practically be integrated in BEMS. This paper presents and describes validation of a CFD-ROM method for real-time simulations of building thermal performance. The CFD-ROM method involves the automatic extraction and solution of reduced order models (ROMs) from validated CFD simulations. ROMs are shown to be adequately accurate with a total error below 5% and to retain satisfactory representation of the phenomena modelled. Each ROM has a time to solution under 20 seconds, which opens the potential of their integration with BEMS, giving real-time physics-based building energy modelling. A parameter study was conducted to investigate the applicability of the extracted ROM to initial boundary conditions different from those from which it was extracted. The results show that the ROMs retained satisfactory total errors when the initial conditions in the room were varied by ±5°C. This allows the production of a finite number of ROMs with the ability to rapidly model many possible scenarios.
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1. Introduction

One of the most pressing issues facing society today is the increasingly expensive, polluting and insecure sources of energy available. Energy efficiency will play an ever-increasing role in ensuring sustainable energy use. Up to 40% of the world’s energy is consumed in buildings, with 30-40% of that energy used in the maintenance of indoor thermal comfort [1], [2]. Thermal comfort is defined as “that condition of mind which expresses satisfaction with the thermal environment” [3], [4]. Field studies have been completed in order to establish governing conditions for thermal comfort [5]. These studies showed that the internal climate of a room is the strongest factor in maintaining thermal comfort. Direct manipulation of the internal climate is necessary to retain an acceptable level of thermal comfort. This manipulation is completed by
means of internal heating sources (radiators or convectors), internal cooling sources (air conditioning units) and natural ventilation (NV). The application of NV methods is of considerable importance as it is considered an efficient way to keep a healthy and comfortable environment while reducing energy consumption in buildings [6], [7]. In order for the above mentioned climate manipulation methods to be efficiently utilised they must be modelled and incorporated into Building Energy Management Systems (BEMS) strategies. The response of a room to NV actions, coupled with internal heating/cooling methods can be difficult to predict and thus must be correctly modelled [8]–[11].

Validated computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations [12], [13] have been successfully created and utilised to analyse thermal behaviour and user comfort of office space [14]–[17] in combination with wireless sensor networks (WSN) [18]. Although successful, these CFD simulations are computationally expensive, especially if unsteady simulations are required or if they are to be used in conjunction with BEMS for operational strategies. Reduced order models (ROMs) involve a representation of a given system/process by a mathematical model that is highly simplified or ‘reduced’, but still describes important aspects of the system/process [19]. In the past three decades different types of ROMs have been developed for predicting the thermo-fluid behaviour of building zones. The different models can be categorised according to the hypothesis adopted to describe the airflow distribution in the zones. The most simplified model, often utilised for energy loads calculations (e.g. Energy +) assumes the perfectly mixed hypothesis of the air distribution in the zone. This type of model has shown to be deficient when temperature stratification is present and must be simulated. A second, more complex model, utilised for modelling airflow in rooms is defined as thermo-fluid network model (or Compact Thermal Fluid Model). This model still considers uniform values of the different variables (e.g. temperature) at the nodes, but several nodes are introduced to describe temperature stratification and or plumes/jets [20] inside the zone. A third type of model is what is referred to as “zonal model”. In this type of model the domain (room/zone) is divided into subzones and mass and energy conservation equations are solved throughout the different zones. This model can be considered as an intermediate model between the thermo-fluid network and more sophisticated CFD modelling tools. An extensive and exhaustive review of the zonal model approach can be found in Megri et al.[21].

Generalising it can be said that the generation of a reduced order model usually involves the division of the domain into a number of subzones. The number and size of the subzones depends on the level of accuracy required by the user. ROMs have been shown to have the potential for near real-time analysis [22] and can be a valid alternative for CFD models [23],[24] and [20]. The main challenges with the development of these models are (1) the decision on how to divide the domain into zones which is usually left to the experience of the researcher, and (2) the empirical data or correlations which need to be used to evaluate the parameters which characterise zone-to-zone energy and/or fluid exchange.
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The focus of this research is thus to develop a CFD-ROM method that will facilitate the automatic extraction of ROM from validated CFD models. This is a concept which has previously been developed in the area of combustion [25]. As the data used to create the ROM is extracted directly from a CFD file, the use of empirical data and the reliance on user experience is greatly reduced. This paper will present the CFD-ROM method that has been developed over the course of the on-going research. The following sections will describe the CFD model used in the validation of the CFD-ROM method, provide a description how the CFD-ROM method functions and present the results generated over the course of the research. The results presented will include the validation of CFD models, the validation of the CFD-ROM method and a parameter study detailing the range of functionality of the CFD-ROM method.

2. Experimental data and CFD model

2.1 Experimental setup

The location for the study is a north-facing office in the Environmental Research Institute (ERI) building at University College Cork (UCC), Ireland. It is shown in Figure 1 and has dimensions 5.2 m x 5.6 m x 2.9 m. It is heated by two Dimplex SmartRad fan assisted convectors. Two electronically controlled windows are present and have a maximum aperture of 20°. Furniture comprises five sets of desks and chairs, and shelf units. No additional heating or momentum sources are present at the time of the experiments, for example computers and people. A set of 35 wireless temperature sensors (TelosB), with a measurement accuracy of ±0.5 °C, are deployed at three different levels in the office space: 5 at ceiling level (2.65 m above floor), 20 at user level (1 m above floor) and 10 at floor level (0.2 m above floor) as shown in Figure 2. The measurements obtained from the sensors of this WSN have been utilised to validate the different CFD simulations.

The temperature of the east and west facing walls are measured at one location by temperature sensor TMC6-HE [26]. The temperature of the ceiling and of the floor were measured at a central location by temperature sensors TMC20-HD [26]. Both sensors have an accuracy of ±0.25 °C.

The anemometers, which have an accuracy of ±0.05 m/s or 1% of full scale, are positioned in front of the opened windows to evaluate the air velocity component normal to the opening and on top of the convectors. Three different elements are considered and deemed as the most influential in characterising the flow features in the office space: the convectors, the windows and the door. The convectors are modelled at maximum mass flow rate only (0.044 kg/s), and windows and door are open at angles of 20° and 90°, respectively.

2.2 CFD Model
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The Phoenics CFD software [27] has been utilised to generate a database of test cases utilised both for the generation and the testing of ROMs. For all the CFD simulations the flow has been deemed turbulent and the steady-state Reynolds Average Navier-Stokes (RANS) approach coupled with the Re-Normalisation Group (RNG) k-ε turbulence model has been utilised to model the fluid flow. Air has been modelled as an incompressible ideal gas. Due to the immersed body technique utilised by Phoenics to deal with object in the domain, a Cartesian structured grid with 1,572,165 cells (115x147x93) was utilised to discretise the zone of interest. Constant temperature boundary conditions have been utilised for the ceiling, the floor, and east and west walls of the room. On the south-facing wall an adiabatic boundary condition was applied. This choice was justified both by IR pictures shot during the experiments and by consideration of the unchanged temperature registered on the corridor in contact with that wall. On the north facing wall an adiabatic boundary condition was applied to all wooden panels while an overall heat transfer coefficient of $U = 1 \text{ W/m}^2\text{K}$ was applied to the triple glazed panels. When this boundary condition was imposed the outdoors temperature was utilised as reference temperature. All the other objects in the room (desks and chairs) were considered as adiabatic. The door, when opened, was modelled as a zone of constant pressure; this assumption was confirmed by on-site pressure measurements. The convec tors were modelled using two surfaces: an inlet surface at the top of the convec tors, where mass flow rate (0.044 kg/s) and temperature (45 °C) were imposed, and an outlet surface at the bottom of the convec tors, where an extraction mass flow rate equal to the inlet mass flow rate was imposed. Opened windows were also modelled as inlet surfaces with an imposed normal velocity, which ranges from 0.2 m/s to 0.5 m/s and temperature which for the cases considered varied between 4 °C and 14 °C. The flow direction on the two windows was monitored through all the experiments by the mean of two small flags, which confirmed that the two windows were always acting as inlets. Through a portable velocity sensor (OMNIPORT 20) it was also noticed that in the last 20% of the window opening the airflow was quite small. For this reason a surface contraction coefficient equal to 0.8 was imposed at the window inlet boundary condition. This decreased the overall flow rate of a 20%.

2.3 Validation of CFD simulations

All CFD simulations developed have been checked for grid convergence and validated with experimental data obtained from the WSN as shown in Figure 3 and Figure 5. The course ($N_{\text{fine}} = 1,572,165$ cells) and fine ($N_{\text{coarse}} = 568,260$ cells) grids utilised for the grid convergence analysis differ according to a refinement ratio $r = \left(\frac{N_{\text{fine}}}{N_{\text{coarse}}}\right)^{1/3} = 1.4$. Wall functions were utilised to model the thermal and velocity boundary layer, for this reason a $Y+$ around 100 was sought for the coarse mesh and a $Y+$ around 50 was sought on the fine mesh. The turbulence model utilised was the RNG k-ε model which has proven to perform well for this type of flow [28]. Experiments were run for 6 to 8 hours. The choice of 6 to 8 hours was made in order to guarantee enough time for the air temperature to reach a “quasi” steady state and to have enough data to evaluate average and standard deviations of the recorded values. The definition of “quasi” steady state
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derives from the effect of thermal inertia for the ceiling and the room floor that the authors noticed when running the experiments. It was noticed in fact that the rate of change of the temperature of the ceiling and of the floor often lagged behind, as shown in Figure 4, and that an actual steady state was never reached. Nevertheless experiments were deemed at “quasi” steady state when 10-minute temperature variation was < 1%. At quasi steady state, average values and standard deviations were evaluated for the 35 sensors. Figure 5 shows the comparison between the experimental data and the CFD predictions for four cases, which are described in later sections. The band of error reported for the experimental data includes the measurement uncertainty (standard deviation) and sensor accuracy. It is possible to assert that a satisfactory agreement is seen between experimental and the numerical data indicating that the CFD simulations properly represent the flow features which develop in the office space under different boundary conditions. The CFD simulation can thus be reliably utilised to generate ROMs.

3. CFD-ROM Method

3.1 Method overview

As can be seen from Figure 6 the CFD-ROM method functions in conjunction with validated CFD models and allow the BEMS to rapidly model a variety of different model parameters for a given ROM. This rapid modelling ability allows the BEMS to predict the thermal response of any action to change the environment within the range of functionality of the ROM being used.

The method under development consists of a Python script that automatically extracts a ROM from a CFD solution file. All CFD files used during the development of the CFD-ROM method were outputted from the CFD package in Tecplot [29] format. Tecplot is widely used for the visualisation of CFD simulations and this format was chosen because CFD files exported in this way follow a standard layout that is a widely available export option for CFD packages. This increases the versatility of the CFD-ROM method and ensures a standard input format. The python script consists of five sections of code shown in Figure 7, which are (1) structured-to-unstructured mesh converter, (2) pre-processor, (3) zone generator, (4) zone interactions and boundary conditions calculator, and (5) SINDA/FLUINT [30] input file generator. These sections are described in detail in the following sections. After the ROM is generated it is solved using SINDA/FLUINT, a finite-difference, lumped parameter tool for heat transfer design and fluid flow modelling.

3.2 Structured-to-unstructured mesh converter

A CFD mesh can be generated as either structured or unstructured. A structured mesh is comprised of hexahedron elements that follow a uniform pattern. An unstructured mesh does not follow a uniform pattern, and can be comprised of various element types [31]. For maximum flexibility, the CFD-ROM method uses
unstructured mesh as input. The sole difference between unstructured and structured meshes in CFD solution files is that an unstructured mesh contains a connectivity array.

The structured-to-unstructured mesh converter reads a structured mesh of a CFD domain and outputs a connectivity array. Each entry in this array is 8 numbers in length and lists the nodes present in each element in the domain. If the element in question has less than 8 nodes one or more of the nodes is repeated in the entry. The converter uses the geometric position of the structured grid to define which nodes are present in each element in the domain and outputs the array in the required form.

### 3.3 Pre-processor

The pre-processing section of the code is used to perform any operations that are not ROM specific and thus only have to be performed once per CFD simulation. The main functions performed in this section are to (1) create the element connections array (an array in which each entry lists every element connected to another element in the domain by at least one node), (2) define inlet and outlet elements, and (3) calculate the volume of each element. These functions are complex operations, which require substantial processing power, so performing them only once in the pre-processor improves the computational efficiency of ROM extraction.

### 3.4 Zone generator

In this section the fluid domain is separated into the number of zones as defined by the user. In order to describe the zone generator, four key definitions are introduced: zoning criterion, criterion increment, zone-type and zone. Examples of the application of these definitions are shown in Figure 8. A zoning criterion is a physical property, such as temperature, velocity, carbon dioxide concentration or geometric position, whose local value is used to define zones within the simulation domain. The range of each zoning criterion is defined by its minimum and maximum values in the simulation domain. In the work presented here, and in Figure 8, the only zoning criterion used is temperature. A criterion increment is the magnitude of the range of the zoning criterion that defines a zone. Values of criterion increment are calculated by the zone generator based on how many zones are required by the user. Figure 8 shows criterion increments for temperature of 2 °C, as shown in panels (a)-(c), and 1 °C, as shown in panels (d)-(f). A zone-type is defined by the total volume within the simulation domain whose values of zoning criteria fall within a defined range of a criteria increment. Panels (b) and (e) in Figure 8 show sample zone-types generated by temperature increments of 2 °C and 1 °C, respectively. As shown in the figure, multiple distinct locations within the simulation domain can have the same zone-type. A zone is defined as a unique, spatially distinct volume within the simulation domain that consists of one zone-type only. This is illustrated in Figure 8 (b) and (c) for a temperature increment of 2 °C. Panel (b) shows that there are two distinct regions of zone-type 3 for this example. While
temperature may be similar in these two zone-types, the same cannot necessarily be said for other properties that were not used for zone generation. Therefore the two distinct regions of zone-type 3 are split into two unique zones (3 and 4), as shown in panel (c). The difference between zone-type and zone is similarly illustrated for a temperature increment of 1 °C in Figure 8 (e) and (f). Six zone-types are shown in panel (e), of which two (4 and 5) consist of two distinct regions. These zone-types are therefore split into two unique zones each; zone-type 4 forming zones 3 and 5, and zone-type 5 forming zones 4 and 7. Physical properties within a zone are calculated from the mass-weighted average over the computational nodes that comprise the zone.

The operations performed in this section are complex and are described graphically in Figure 9. The maximum number of zones generated is user-defined to represent the level of accuracy required for the application. This is sole step in the CFD-ROM process that requires user experience and know-how. The number of zones to be generated determines the zone criteria increments employed by the process. A zone is created by initially taking one element that has not already been assigned to a zone and which also falls within the current zone-type range. One zone-type may have more than one zone associated with it. A check is then performed to determine which of its connected elements are also within the zone-type range and the applicable elements are added to the zone. The process is then repeated for the newly-added elements until no further elements that meet the required criteria can be found. Once this occurs, the zone has been fully defined.

An important factor to note with the method is that the zone generation is an iterative process. The zoning process starts by generating the number of zones associated with the minimum number of zones-types, which is always two. The program then checks if the minimum number of zones as defined by the user has been created. If the number of zones produced is less than the minimum requirement, the code repeats the zoning process for the next number of zone-types (four) and repeats the check. If during this iteration the minimum number of zones has been met the code returns the defined zones and continues to the next section. Otherwise it will continue to the next number of zone-types. Figure 10 shows the path that the zone generation may take for a certain input file. In this case the minimum number of zones is set to six.

3.5 Zone interactions and boundary conditions calculator

Once the zones have been defined the next section in the ROM extraction method is to determine how the zones interact with each other and to define the boundary conditions applied to the model. This method assumes that energy is transferred between the zones by means of convection, so the mass flow rates between zones are calculated. During the zoning section two arrays are generated: (1) the zone element array and (2) the zone number array. The entries in each array list details of the elements that are connected to
elements in different zones. These arrays are used in the calculation of the mass flow rates as they represent the elements that are on the boundary between zones.

In order to calculate the mass flow rates between zones the program iterates over each element in a zone-zone interface as illustrated in Figure 11. Each iteration calculates the area of contact between each pair of elements, the normal component of the CFD-predicted velocity to the area of contact and the average density. The mass flow rate is then evaluated using Equation 1 to Equation 3.

\[
V = \begin{bmatrix} V_x, V_y, V_z \end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
V_n = V \cdot \mathbf{n}
\]

\[
\dot{m} = \rho A \cdot V_n
\]

In these equations, \( V_x, V_y, V_z \) are the x, y and z components of velocity, \( \mathbf{n} \) is the normal vector to the element face, \( \rho \) is the density of the fluid, \( A \) is the area of contact between element faces and \( V_n \) is the component of velocity normal to the plane. Once this operation is completed for each element in a zone-zone interface the total mass flow rates is taken to be the sum over that interface.

The boundary conditions that are required for the ROM solver include domain wall temperatures (T), convection coefficient (h) at the domain walls, and inlet/outlet mass flow rates (\( \dot{m} \)) and temperatures. Whether an element is on the boundary of the domain has been previously established geometrically in the pre-processor. The average wall temperature is found by averaging the temperature of all elements in a boundary present in each zone. In order to calculate the convection coefficient over the wall, a flat plate forced turbulent convection correlation is used, as shown in Equation 4 to Equation 6.

\[
Re_L = \frac{u_t L}{\nu}
\]

\[
Nu_L = 0.037 \left( \frac{Re_L^{4/5}}{Pr} \right)^{1/3}
\]

\[
h = Nu_L k / L
\]

In these equations, \( Re_L \) and \( Nu_L \) are the Reynolds and Nusselt numbers of the zone considered. The velocity \( u_t \) is the average fluid velocity of the zone, \( L \) is the characteristic length of the zone, \( \nu \) is the kinematic viscosity, \( Pr \) is the Prandtl number (\( Pr = 0.71 \)), and \( k \) is the thermal conductivity of the fluid. In order to find the location of the inlets and outlets of the model a mass flow rate balance was completed on each element during the pre-processor. This data was used to calculate the mass flow rate entering or leaving each of the zones and the temperature associated with the flow. Forced convection correlations were used
for this function as opposed to direct extraction of the heat transfer coefficient from the CFD solutions. Free convection was omitted from the calculations as it was determined to be minimal, in the scenarios analysed, when compared to the effects of forced convection.

3.6 SINDA/FLUINT input file generator

The last section of code in the ROM extraction method creates the input file for the ROM solver, SINDA/FLUINT. This involves writing the information generated from the previous steps in a file of the form required by the solver. SINDA/FLUINT iteratively solves dynamic or steady-state conservation equations for mass and energy for each zone in the ROM, using the boundary conditions extracted from the CFD simulation. Only steady-state modelling results using the energy conservation equation, which is given by Equation 7, are presented in this work. In this equation for the temperature of zone $i$ ($T_i$), the first term on the right represents convection heat transfer with an adjacent wall, as described in Section 3.5, in which $h_i$ is the local convection coefficient calculated from Equation 6, $A_i$ is the wall-to-zone contact area and $T_{w,i}$ is the wall temperature that bounds zone $i$. For zones that do not touch any walls, this term is neglected. The second term on the right is the flow of enthalpy into zone $i$ due to mass flow rates $\dot{m}_{j,i}$ from $N_{in}$ other zones at temperatures $T_j$. Temperature-dependent polynomial expression for specific heat capacity ($c_p$) is integrated from a reference temperature $T_0$. The last term is the flow of enthalpy from zone $i$ to other zones due to total zone mass flow rate $\dot{m}_i$. Imposition of steady-state mass conservation dictates that $\sum_{j=1}^{N_{in}} \dot{m}_{j,i} = \dot{m}_i$, as shown below. The fluid velocity field, which describes the velocities of the zone-to-zone flows, is not calculated by SINDA/FLUINT. Its values are fixed from the CFD simulation results, as described in Section 3.5. Steady-state zone temperatures are calculated iteratively, with the ideal gas equation of state used to resolve zone density. A fixed value of thermal conductivity ($k$) and a polynomial function of $c_p$ in terms of temperature are used to model thermal properties of air. Enthalpy flows leaving zones are calculated by the energy conservation equation and used as inputs for downstream zones, in which zone temperature and exit enthalpy flows are calculated. Iteration is terminated when the overall error in global energy conservation is less than $10^{-6}$.

$$
0 = h_i A_i (T_{w,i} - T_i) + \sum_{j=1}^{N_{in}} \left( \dot{m}_{j,i} \int_{T_0}^{T_j} c_p \, dT \right) - \dot{m}_i \int_{T_0}^{T_i} c_p \, dT \\
\text{where } \sum_{j=1}^{N_{in}} \dot{m}_{j,i} = \dot{m}_i \text{ and } \quad c_p = a + bT + cT^2 + dT^3 + eT^{-2}
$$

Equation 7

4. Results and Discussion
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The following results are generated using the ROM extraction method described above. The data used in the extraction is taken from the previously-validated CFD model of the office space previously described. All the ROMs used to obtain the results are automatically extracted with the only input from the user being the minimum required number of zones. The total error, \( E_t \), is computed to assess accuracy of the results. \( E_t \) is calculated using Equation 8 and Equation 9 and represents the error associated with the extraction and solution of the ROM based on °C values.

\[
E_i = \frac{T_{\text{CFD}} - T_{\text{ROM}}}{T_{\text{CFD}}}
\]

Equation 8

\[
E_t = \sum_{i=1}^{N_E} \frac{V_i |E_i|}{V_{\text{domain}}}
\]

Equation 9

In Equation 8 and Equation 9, \( T_{\text{CFD}} \) is the temperature of element \( i \) predicted by the CFD solution, \( T_{\text{ROM}} \) is the predicted temperature of the same element \( i \) when the zone temperature from the ROM solution is re-assigned to the original element. \( V_i \) is the volume of element \( i \), \( V_{\text{domain}} \) is the total domain volume and \( N_E \) is the total number of elements in the domain. All contour plots shown are generated using the visualisation software Tecplot. Each contour plot shows x, y and z planes of the domain, with each plane passing through the centre of the domain.

4.1 ROM size independence study

A ROM size independence study was carried out for the complex scenario characterised by windows and door open and convecors on. The purpose is to determine the effect of larger ROM networks on the results considering both accuracy of the ROM and solution time. From Figure 12 to Figure 15 it can be seen that as the number of zones in a ROM increases, \( E_t \) decreases and stabilises, meaning the solution approaches that of the CFD simulation. Figure 16 shows the impact of ROM size on \( E_t \) and time to solution. \( E_t \) is seen to decrease with ROM size from 2.5% for 3 zones to 0.6% for 33 zones. This range of error was deemed acceptable for the required application. More important than the absolute value of \( E_t \) is the fact that ROM size independence is achieved in the range 10-30 zones as indicated by the stabilization of \( E_t \) as the ROM size increases. Based on the results from this size independence study a ROM size of 17-18 zones was chosen for use with all other extracted ROMs. Figure 16 also shows that time to solution increases with ROM size, this is to be expected with the increased numerical complexity of a larger ROM. The maximum ROM time to solution for this work is 20 seconds.

4.2 Parameter study
An important function of the CFD-ROM method is the ability to accurately predict a range of room conditions from a single ROM. This dramatically reduces the number of CFD simulations necessary to model all the possible scenarios for the internal conditions of the environment in question. In order to establish the range of functionality of a ROM generated using the CFD-ROM method, a parameter study is conducted by comparing the two ROM extraction approaches shown in Figure 17 and described below.

**Multi-CFD approach**

This ROM extraction approach involves extracting and solving one ROM for every CFD simulation. Each ROM describes only the room conditions as they are in the CFD simulation from which it was extracted. Although this method produces highly accurate ROMs, it is computationally inefficient as numerous CFD simulations have to be solved, which defeats the time-saving purpose of the CFD-ROM method. Results for this approach are shown for the purpose of comparison with the more practically useful Multi-ROM approach, which is described below. The total error based on °C values ($E_t$) for this approach is calculated using Equation 8 and Equation 9 as described above as the ROMs are produced using the same method as those used in the size independence study.

**Multi-ROM approach**

This ROM extraction approach involves solving numerous ROMs from one CFD simulation. This is the envisioned practical use for the CFD-ROM method. An appropriate CFD simulation is chosen, which represents the commonly-encountered conditions in the domain for a given configuration. A ROM is extracted from this simulation and the boundary conditions of the ROM are modified to represent the required conditions before the ROM is solved. This approach is highly computationally efficient as the number of CFD simulations is drastically reduced but it is potentially less accurate than the Multi-CFD approach. This potential reduction in accuracy occurs because the fluid flow field of the domain will change depending on the boundary conditions applied. The flow field of a ROM is fixed once generated, which leads to deviations from comparable CFD solutions.

$E_t$ is calculated for the Multi-ROM approach by modifying Equation 8 to compare the solutions of the ROMs extracted using the Multi-ROM approach with the CFD simulations that they are attempting to replace (see Equation 10). Equation 10 is then used in conjunction with Equation 11 to calculate $E_t$.

$$E_j = \frac{T_{CFD,N_j} - T_{ROM,XN_j}}{T_{CFD,N_j}}$$

Equation 10

$$E_t = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{N} V_j |E_j|}{V_{domain}}$$

Equation 11
Where, $T_{\text{CFD},N_j}$ is the temperature of element $j$ predicted by CFD solution $N$ that the ROM is attempting to mimic, $T_{\text{ROM},XN}$ is the predicted temperature of element $j$ from the ROM extracted from CFD solution $X$ using the boundary conditions for CFD solution $N$, $V_j$ is the volume of element $j$, $V_{\text{domain}}$ is the total domain volume and $N_E$ is the total number of elements in the domain.

The focus of this parameter study is to determine how accurately a ROM extracted using the Multi-ROM approach can predict a variety of room conditions. This is done by finding the difference in error based on $^\circ\text{C}$ values for each element in the domain between a ROM extracted using the Multi-CFD approach ($E_{i,\text{ROM},N}$) with its Multi-ROM counterpart ($E_{i,\text{ROM},XN}$). The error associated with the Multi-ROM approach ($E_{\text{MR}}$) is defined as the sum of the weighted difference between the two errors and calculated using Equation 12 to Equation 14.

$$E_{i,\text{ROM},N} = \frac{T_{\text{CFD},i} - T_{\text{ROM},i}}{T_{\text{CFD},i}}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 12}$$

$$E_{i,\text{ROM},XN} = \frac{T_{\text{CFD},N_i} - T_{\text{ROM},XN}}{T_{\text{CFD},N_i}}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 13}$$

$$E_{\text{MR}} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{V_i |E_{i,\text{ROM},N} - E_{i,\text{ROM},XN}|}{V_{\text{domain}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 14}$$

For this analysis, the variables used to complete the parameter study are the inlet air temperature of convectors ($T_C$) and windows ($T_W$). As the inlet air temperature from the door ($T_D$) is difficult to control in practical situations, modification of the door temperature is omitted from the parameter study. Four possible configurations of the previously-described office are analysed and described below.

- C1W0D0 - Convectors on, Windows closed, Door closed.
- C0W1D1 - Convectors off, Windows open, Door open.
- C1W0D1 - Convectors on, Windows closed, Door open.
- C1W1D1 - Convectors on, Windows open, Door open.

The matrix of CFD simulations produced for each case, their applied boundary conditions, and values of $E_t$ for the ROMs produced using the Multi-CFD approach is shown in Table 1. The convector flow and window flow temperatures are varied $\pm 5$ $^\circ\text{C}$ around their base values. This size of variation is chosen
because (i) a 10 °C total temperature difference is significant in normal indoor environments, and (ii) the CFD-ROM method does not propose to have one CFD simulation encompass all potential indoor conditions, but rather to reduce the number of CFD simulations needed.

Table 2 shows the comparison between the $E_t$ of all ROMs extracted using the Multi-CFD method and the Multi-ROM method, and the error associated with the Multi-ROM approach ($E_{MR}$). As expected, ROMs extracted using the Multi-ROM approach consistently resulted in a higher $E_t$ than their Multi-CFD counterparts, with one exception. While higher, $E_t$ is under 10% for each case with an average value of 6.22%. When compared to the respective Multi-CFD prediction, an average $E_{MR}$ of 5.57% was seen. The range of $E_{MR}$ seen (1.42%-8.43%) corresponds to an experimental error in temperature of between 0.26 °C and 1.64 °C with an average of 1.13 °C. Three cases were chosen which best represent the spread of $E_{MR}$ over all the test cases.

1. C1W0D1 ($T_C + 5^\circ\text{C}$) $\rightarrow$ $E_{MR} = 1.42\%$
2. C1W1D1 ($T_w - 5^\circ\text{C}$) $\rightarrow$ $E_{MR} = 4.94\%$
3. C0W1D1 ($T_w - 5^\circ\text{C}$) $\rightarrow$ $E_{MR} = 8.33\%$

Contour plots of $E_{MR}$ for each case chosen are shown in Figure 18 to Figure 20. Iso-surfaces are shown where applicable to highlight areas of increased error. The first case chosen, C1W0D1 ($T_C + 5^\circ\text{C}$), shown in Figure 18, represents an optimum result in the Multi-ROM approach with an $E_{MR}$ lower than 1.5%. The local difference error ($E_{iMR} = |E_{ROM,N} - E_{ROM,XN}|$) is low and appears to be concentrated toward the south side of the room close to the door. This is believed to be consequence of not varying the mass flow rates at the door boundary condition in the Multi-ROM approach.

The second case C1W1D1 ($T_w - 5^\circ\text{C}$), in which the windows are closed and the door is open, shown Figure 19, shows a middle range $E_{MR}$ of 4.94%. Similar to the first case, higher values of local error are apparent around the mass flow rate sources. The highest local error values surround the windows and to a lesser extent around the convectors. Moderate asymmetry can be seen for this case, this is believed to be due to the influence of the mass flow rate from the door.

The third case C0W1D1 ($T_w - 5^\circ\text{C}$), in which windows and door are open, shown in Figure 20, represents the one of the worst case scenarios with an $E_{MR}$ of 8.33%. Local error is highly concentrated around both open windows and is relatively low elsewhere. A region of high local error can be seen originating from the windows and extending along the floor. This path of local error follows the flow of cold air from the windows. This is due to the fact that the flow profile of the domain changed with the modified boundary conditions. The flow profile of ROMs is fixed once created which leads to these higher levels of error for certain conditions.
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5. Conclusion

A method to automatically extract ROMs from a CFD solution has been presented and validated. The CFD-ROM method has been shown to have the ability to automatically extract ROMs from a converged and previously-validated CFD solution. The method retains a high level of accuracy, with a total error of 0.6% for a size-independent ROM consisting of 33 zones. Furthermore, it is highly computationally efficient, with a maximum time to solution of 20 seconds, compared to 5-8 hours for comparable CFD simulations. This time to solution enables ROMs to be used in the development and maintenance of a BEMS with the possibility for real-time building energy modelling.

A parameter study was completed to compare two different ROM extraction approaches; (1) direct extraction of one ROM per CFD solution (Multi-CFD), and (2) extraction of multiple ROMs from a single CFD solution, in which the applied boundary conditions to each ROM are changed to specify different internal conditions of the environment (Multi-ROM). Four specific cases for the room were analysed with a total of 24 ROMs generated. The results from this parameter study show an average total error, $E_t$, of 2.61% for ROMs extracted using the Multi-CFD approach. The same ROMs when generated using the Multi-ROM approach resulted in an average $E_t$ of 6.22%. This corresponds to an average error associated with the use of the Multi-ROM approach, $E_{MR}$, of 5.57%. These results indicate that a ROM produced using the Multi-ROM approach provides the capability to predict the thermal response of a system to a satisfactory level of accuracy.

At present the work is focused on further developing the CFD-ROM method to increase its functionality and versatility. Short term work will focus on increasing the accuracy of ROMs produced using the Multi-ROM approach. Future development will involve developing a procedure for incorporating the ability for the user to vary the mass flow rates entering or leaving the system and incorporate the response of the domain when users are present in the office space.
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7. Nomenclature

- $A$: Area of an element face (m$^2$)
- CFD N: Numbered (N) CFD solution
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Figure 18: Contour plot of EMR for case C1W0D1 (Tc+5°C)
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Figure 20: Plot of EMR for case C0W1D1 (Tw-5°C)
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Figure 2: Wireless sensor distribution in the office space

Figure 3: Grid convergence analysis for three temperature profiles along the North-South direction
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Figure 4 Temperature recorded at one point at the ceiling, wall and air temperature during a cooling down (Radiators off, door and windows opened) experiment.
Figure 5 Validation of the CFD base models

Figure 6 Integration of automatically extracted ROMs into the BEMS
Figure 7 Flow chart of the ROM extraction method
Figure 8 Examples of the application of a zoning criterion (temperature), two criterion increments (panels (a)-(c) show 2 °C and panels (d)-(f) show 1 °C), which produce the zone-types and zones displayed. Zone-types can be non-unique while zones must be unique.

Figure 9 Graphical representation of creating a zone
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Figure 10 Sample path of the creation of a set of zones
Figure 11 Zone-Zone interface
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Figure 16 Impact of ROM size on $E_t$ and time to solution

Figure 17 Multi CFD approach verses the Multi ROM approach
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### Table 1 Matrix of CFD simulations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Boundary condition</th>
<th>$T_C$ (°C)</th>
<th>$T_W$ (°C)</th>
<th>$E_t$ (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1W0D0</td>
<td>Base</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$T_C + 5^\circ$C</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>3.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$T_C - 5^\circ$C</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>3.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C0W1D1</td>
<td>Base</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$T_W + 5^\circ$C</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$T_W - 5^\circ$C</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1W0D1</td>
<td>Base</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$T_C + 5^\circ$C</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$T_C - 5^\circ$C</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>2.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1W1D1</td>
<td>Base</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$T_C + 5^\circ$C</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$T_C - 5^\circ$C</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$T_W + 5^\circ$C</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$T_W - 5^\circ$C</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2 Multi-CFD and Multi-ROM comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Boundary condition</th>
<th>$E_t$ (%)</th>
<th>Multi-CFD</th>
<th>$E_t$ (%)</th>
<th>Multi-ROM</th>
<th>$E_{MR}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1W0D0</td>
<td>$T_C + 5^\circ$C</td>
<td>3.53</td>
<td>8.45</td>
<td>4.98</td>
<td>5.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$T_C - 5^\circ$C</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>3.76</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C0W1D1</td>
<td>$T_W + 5^\circ$C</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>7.54</td>
<td>8.43</td>
<td>8.33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$T_W - 5^\circ$C</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>8.11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1W0D1</td>
<td>$T_C + 5^\circ$C</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$T_C - 5^\circ$C</td>
<td>2.87</td>
<td>3.40</td>
<td>5.72</td>
<td>5.72</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1W1D1</td>
<td>$T_C + 5^\circ$C</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$T_C - 5^\circ$C</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>7.57</td>
<td>8.16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$T_W + 5^\circ$C</td>
<td>4.83</td>
<td>9.86</td>
<td>6.54</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$T_W - 5^\circ$C</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>8.14</td>
<td>4.94</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 18 Contour plot of EMR for case C1W0D1 (Tc+5°C)

Figure 19 Contour plot of EMR for case C1W1D1 (Tw-5°C)
Figure 20 Plot of EMR for case COW1D1 (Tw-5°C)